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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This research is predicated on the assumption that urban renewal should be about the creation of
‘good places’. While this may seem eminently obvious, the creation of good places is a highly nuanced
and challenging process that extends far beyond the delivery of built form and infrastructure.
This idea of a ‘good place’ draws on the ancient Greek idea of a good life being one that is lived with
virtue in the context of the polis or city-state, the implication being that a virtuous life is
interdependent on involvement in and with place and community. For the ancient Greeks the citystate was an urban area of 20,000 – 100,000 people, however our contemporary circumstances add
additional challenges. Cities are now the major location of human habitation, the globalisation of
technology and information, the need to respond to ecological over-reach and social and economic
inequity, are challenges that the ancient Greeks never encountered. While these big and global issues
need to be considered, ‘good places’ also need to reflect and enhance local character, geography,
culture, economics and other features.
Three concepts were used to frame this investigation, Firstly - “What constitutes a good place and who
decides this?”. Secondly - “What interventions are needed to create or add to a ‘good place’?”, and
finally - “What resources are needed to support the delivery of these interventions?”. These questions
are investigated in Section 3 and, based on this 15 criteria that can be used to evaluate governance
structures were developed. These are shown in the Appendix 1, Table A1.1.
Section 4 briefly examines 18 governance structures and clusters these into five groups: Formalised
Legal Structures, Collaborations, Formal Government and Statutory Planning process, Shared Thinking
and Leadership, and new Distributed and Emergent platforms. Evaluating the governance structures
against the criteria presented the following outcomes.
The most commonly used Formalised Legal Structures e.g. companies, are generally inward looking
and contain no mandate or requirement to create ‘good places’ other than what is required by law or
is delivered at the discretion of their leadership group.
It is assumed that Formal Government and Statutory Planning processes will guide the delivery of ‘good
places’ however this is often limited guiding adherence to coarse grained physical design parameters.
Collaborations, in their various forms, and Shared Thinking and Leadership structures are generally
more suited to the delivery of ‘good places’ because both have the development of a bigger vision for
a location at the core of their operation. However, Collaborations tend to be used for large-scale urban
renewal projects and Shared Thinking and Leadership projects face the challenge of translating the
vision into the reality at a local context and scaling beyond demonstration projects.
There is considerable need for the development of hybrid models combining the best of the features
of these different structures and the use of agile platforms and distributed systems to provide cost
effective ways of delivering such hybrids. Characteristics of such a new hybrid model include:
Governance Structures are Scale Dependent - base the boundaries of the ‘place’ on social, cultural,
economic and environmental characteristics rather than cadastre, zoning or ownership.
Fit for Purpose – across the wide spectrum of activities needed to create good places there a range of
governance and ownership structures that are available to be used to deliver the built form, public
realm and activations needed for the creation of good places. Apply the most appropriate governance
structure for the purpose at hand.
Make the shift from consulting to building leadership groups - consultation processes are often about
facilitating acceptance of modest alterations around predetermined plans. Instead of following this
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practice, strengthen and deepen the thought leadership of civil society1 so that it moves from being
reactive, and the recipients of consultation, to being a well-informed leadership group with sufficient
ability to be actively engaged in place creation that extends across activation, social infrastructure and
built form. An empowered local leadership group is likely to guide, broker deals and co-create places
as opportunities emerge.
Frame place creation in a strong and compelling story - a detailed and geographically linked narrative
crafted and owned by many people can guide the development of a place. This narrative needs also
to describe the interventions that are needed to create the place. Having clear outcomes embedded
in the narrative enables performance to be measured and reported.
Deliver the story locally – With a strong leadership in place and a compelling local story there is the
capacity to enhance and shape local government planning processes and build dialogue with
developers and designers to use their resources to contribute to the local neighbourhood.
Broker Deals - Develop alliances between civil society and local government to broker deals between
developers to create ‘good places’.
Redefine funding and reward impact – stronger reliance on impact investment, the recognition in
planning schemes of contributions to off-site development of neighbourhood assets, and ongoing
support for activation of places will support the creation of ‘good places’. Use impact investment
approaches also provides the opportunity for local as well as large institutional investment and linking
this funding to achieving the outcome targets
Track performance - while the determination and evaluation of 'good places' is still an evolving ‘art’
there are numerous evaluation frameworks that can be used to support the creation of better places.
The narrative needs to be populated with multi-dimensional outcome targets that can be used by to
monitor progress and track project compliance.
Use Sophisticated Platforms - Much of the limitation of business-as-usual development is because of
its archaic use of linear, site-by-site planning, design and development approaches. Use of advanced
platforms and sophisticated tracking technologies to evolve the physical design and development of
an area, and track progress against multiple dimensions over time will help improve the performance
of governance structures.
There are a range of innovations that are emerging linking a highly engaged and informed civil society
to drive the place creation process, use of dispersed design platforms and sophisticated tracking of
outcomes, however these need further development. There are very high levels of inertia and vested
interests to continue with business as usual. Despite this, the demands from civil society for better
places have never been higher and new and innovative ways of delivering this will increase into the
future. This paper helps progress this discussion

1

See footnote 6 for a discussion about the scope of civil society
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2 INTRODUCTION – CREATION OF GOOD PLACES, IDENTITY AND
GOVERNANCE
Everyone wants to live in a 'good place' but, similar to many aspirational concepts such as love, justice,
democracy and freedom it is relatively easy to sign up for the concept but the translation into an
operational reality is difficult. This research explores how we can create 'good places' in the
contemporary urban and urban regeneration context, and evaluates a range of governance structures
for their capacity to support this creative process.
Before progressing it is important to state clearly that, for this research, the use of the word “good” is
not just an adjective but, when connected to “place”, is a highly value laden and contextually driven
compound noun. This investigation of governance structures to support the creation of 'good places'
frames this discussion.
The idea of 'good places' has an inherent tension that is illustrated by the difference between the
ancient Greek philosophical idea of “the good life” and the contemporary neo-liberal idea of the rights
and identity of the individual above all else, which has been dominant in the west for the past hundred
years or more.
The ancient Greek idea of the good life is very different to our contemporary construct. We see “the
good life” as a life of bacchanal pleasantness. For the ancient Greeks a good life was a life lived with
virtue realised in the context of the polis or the civil society of the city state. Essentially the good life
could not be lived without being actively engaged in a “place”. It is claimed that Aristotle thought
“place should take precedence of all things … because place gives order to the world”2. Contemporary
neo-liberal framing removes the individual from responsibility to the polis, other than through
compliance with legislation and regulation, and with this removal of responsibility the idea of a 'good
place' is devolved into a question of economic utility and capacity to consume.
Two things emerge from the ancient Greek conception of the good life. Firstly, virtues were a welldefined suite of moral actions by which peoples’ behaviour could be evaluated. Secondly, these virtues
had to be exercised in the context of the polis or city-state. In that context the city-state is roughly
equated to a semi-autonomous area around an urban centre of 20 – 100 thousand people. There are
some analogies with our contemporary local government areas. In theory at least, all citizens of the
city-state had an active role in the civic decision making processes, in reality however this idea of citizen
leadership was highly qualified and limited in its extent.
A related concept can be found in the southern African idea of Ubuntu, a kind of African humanism,
loosely defined as “I am because we are” or “Humanity towards others”3 This traditional African
concept has been reinterpreted by African philosophers and social theorists since the 1950’s, most
apparent in the theology of Desmond Tutu and the underpinnings of the South African Truth and
Justice Commission. Tutu says, “Ubuntu is very difficult to render into a Western language... It is to say,
'My humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound up, in what is yours.’"4 A further formulation is that
the individual’s purpose is derived from the collective.
While it is important to look to both the ancient Greek and southern African traditions as alternatives
to neo-liberal formulations of 'good places' it needs to be noted that, at least in their operational form,

2

Bonnett. A. (2014) Unruly Places: Lost spaces, secret cities and other inscrutable geographies. Houghton Mifflin Hardcourt, New York. (Pg
xii)
3 Mkabela, Q; Nyaumwe, L J. (2007) Indilinga African Journal of Indigenous Knowledge Systems, Sabinet Volume 6, Number 2, pp. 152163(12)
4
Tutu, D. (2000) No Future Without Forgiveness. Image, ISBN 9780385496902
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both ancient Greek and southern African communities were particularly partisan, warlike, acquisitive
and given to conspicuous displays of wealth.
Similarly, in these cultures the definition of citizens was often limited exclusively to males of a certain
age who held certain freedoms. In addition in their operational manifestation neither the ancient
Greeks nor the southern Africans appear to have a respect for, or commitment to, the wellbeing of the
biosphere or other communities. The idea of fitting into and sustaining the dynamic equilibrium of
natural processes, as is found in indigenous cultures, was not present in either Ubuntu or ancient Greek
thinking. Despite this, in the context of their technology and population numbers, both the southern
Africans and ancient Greeks were generally living with the ecological limits of their worlds, for us with
our the global over-reach into ecological capital, it is a different story.
While the shared and mutual identity of the ancient Greeks, southern African and indigenous cultures
provide some foundation for the creation of 'good places', they were all essentially agrarian based and
generally accessed local resources for most activities. We are in a very different situation. The rise of
the technological and information economy, and cities as the predominant form of human habitation
and the reliance on highly complex and extended supply chains, abundant supplies of fossil fuels and
strong reliance on extractive and service industries is a completely different context. Consequently,
for us, the creation of 'good places' is far more complex. Not only do we need to reconnect with each
other, develop unique place-identities but also take responsibility for what we do in a globalised and
resource constrained world5.
In this context this investigation of governance structures will inevitably only be introductory, leaving
much for further development. Despite these limitations, this discussion above does present a starting
point of criteria for the creation of a 'good place' and the evaluation of governance structures.
Specifically, that the governance structures are firstly, informed by universal virtues. Secondly, that
there is an ongoing process for converting these large universal virtues into day to day activity; and
thirdly, it supports the recognition that we are connected back to the biosphere, our place in it, and
the need to repair and enhance it. Finally, these ideas need to be operationalized in the context of the
technological information society of our contemporary urbanisation.
This then presents a framing for this investigation - How do we step beyond the predominant idea that
places only have value if they have economic utility, and recognise the complex interplay of location,
culture, context, values, economics and environment in the creation of 'good places'? And what are
the governance structures that can support the creation of 'good places' in a modern urban
regeneration and Australian context?
We begin this discussion in the next section with some commentary on contemporary approaches to
place creation. The approach taken follows Brugman’s ideas of thinking about the actors that drive
urban redevelopment and place creation, and the “practice regimes” they use to influence the
strategic direction of cities and places6. Following this three concepts used to frame this investigation
are discussed. These are introduced below and can be used as a set of overarching questions to guide
any investigation of what to do in the context of urban regeneration.
Firstly, Defining a Good Place requires a broader investigation than the physical construction and
activation themes commonly found in urban renewal discussions. This opens up the less easily defined

5
6

McIntosh, A & Carmicheal, M. (2016) Spiritual Activism: Leadership as Service. Green Books, Cambridge. Pg8.
Brugmann, J (2009), Welcome to the Urban Revolution. UQP, pg 227
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questions of place identification and the role and capacity of citizens and civil society7 in the creation
and curation of their own places8.
The second concept is that strengthening each ‘place’ will require a unique mixture of Interventions
that combines built form, technology; social and cultural identity, economic development, social
activation and infrastructure.
Thirdly, to deliver these interventions requires Resources. While the default position is that resourcing
is about finance and investment; ideas, leadership and people are equally important.
The combination of these three concepts - Defining a Good Place, Interventions and Resources can be
considered as three points of a triangle, see Figure 1, and the available governance structures with
their varying their capacity to support delivery of better places, mapped into this triangle.
This mapping exercise also assists with identifying gaps in the existing governance structures and the
definition of possible new structures.

Defining a Good Place

Governance
Structures

Interventions

Resources

Figure 1 Conceptual framework for investigation of governance structures

7

Civil society covers a very complex domain, see Howell, J., & Pearce, J. V. (2001). Civil Society and Development: A Critical Exploration. In
this context civil society can be considered as a combination of citizens, landowners, businesses that have an interest in the wellbeing and
future of a location particularly a town or city centre
8 Ruming, K (2018) Urban Regeneration in Australia: Policies, Processes and Projects of Contemporary Urban Change. Routledge ISBN
9781472471635
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3 CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO CREATING ‘GOOD PLACES’
3.1 The current state of play
The creation of 'good places' in our society is explored by many authors covering an exhaustive terrain
including urban planning, engineering, architecture, design, investment, activation, economics,
governance and civics. As Charles Landry points out – making good cities and places – is an art not a
science and “is more like improvised jazz than chamber music” … and ... “requires experimentation,
trial and error” ... and ... “requires myriad acts of persistence and courage”9. This research explores
how these various actors unfold their improvisation on the urban stages within which they play.
This research places itself in the tradition of city and place shaping inspired by Jane Jacobs when she
espoused the value of the: “...intricate and close-grained diversity of uses that give each other mutual
support, both economically and socially. The components of diversity can differ enormously, but they
must supplement each other in certain concrete ways”10.
In Australia, and probably globally as noted by Ruming11, the creation of good urban places is often
taken as being synonymous with urban regeneration and urban renewal. This is problematic on two
counts. Firstly, there is the common conception that urban regeneration is confined to large-scale
brownfield build projects – often led by government instrumentalities. Secondly, there is a common
and broad assumption that urban regeneration and renewal will ‘automatically’ produce 'good places'.
In reality there is a need for greater discrimination and understanding around the key elements of
place creation and the governance structures that can support their creation. As Ruming says “… urban
regeneration is considered any process which reconfigures the city and contributes to its ongoing
evolution”. Using this definition urban regeneration is a process occurring simultaneously at the
project, local and wider urban scales. Collectively these can be drivers of city-wide change.
Opportunities to create 'good places' are a multi-dimensional process. The combination of human
activity in a place, social infrastructure and the public realm, and the private and corporately owned
built form all intertwine to create places. All of these dimensions need to be considered.

3.2 Current Australian urban regeneration activities
Around Australia there are a range of urban regeneration initiatives, some through specific delivery
vehicles such as redevelopment authorities focusing on brownfield and under-utilised government
owned or controlled land. Others are delivered through privately owned developments. Examples
include Docklands in Melbourne, Barangaroo in Sydney, and Elizabeth Quay in Perth. Each of these
have taken different approaches, with numerous lessons to be learned along the way, to address the
broader agenda of social, cultural and environmental enhancement of places as a result of urban
development.
There are also many town centre urban regeneration projects led by local authorities, all seeking to
enhance the liveability and vitality of their place. The degree of sophistication in these local projects is
largely dependent on the capacity and capability of the local government involved and the quality of
the relationships they form with other levels of government, developers and citizens.
These initiatives (large or small) are usually framed with the context of wider government metropolitan
planning initiatives that seek to increase the density in low density, inner urban areas or around local

9

Landry, C. (2006) The Art of City Making. Earthscan, London. P7.
Jacobs, J (1961) The Death and Life of Great American Cities. The Modern Library Edition (1993) pg19.
11
Ruming, K. (Ed.). (2018). Urban regeneration in Australia: Policies, processes and projects of contemporary urban change. Routledge
10
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suburban centres. Various State planning initiatives encourage local authorities to develop ‘activity
centre plans’ to ensure that planning and development structures are up to date and able to
accommodate pre-determined infill targets. These plans are complemented by a range of guidance
documents and design review processes that seek to match the increased density with better urban
and architectural design12.
It is increasingly recognised that while such ‘planning’ driven process are essential to guide built form
outcomes, these process are limited in their ability create the qualities of places to which the
community aspires 13. In response there are initiatives that are less ‘planning outcome’ focused and
present examples and guidance on town centre revitalisation from a more holistic perspective seeking
to create “many individual town centres with distinctive social, cultural, and economic identities”14.
This work on governance structures sits within this broad agenda.
As is discussed in the next section creation of 'good places' can be thought of a spectrum with
community activation activities at one end and built form at the other. In the past two decades ‘place
making’, with a focus on the activation and public realm enhancement end of this spectrum, has
emerged as a professional discipline with its own community of practice that shares its learning
through a range of conferences and symposia15.
Place making seeks to enliven precincts and enhance the cultural and social offering within town
centres. This has been mirrored within some local authorities that have shifted their organisational
structures towards ‘place management’, where departments work together and case manage specific
localities to streamline service delivery and jointly work on comprehensive development of localities.
These emergent professional and organisational activities have been led, in some cases by a growing
movement of town centre focused civic leadership groups. Some of these groups have a fairly narrow
focus, for example EcoDistricts16, while others such as the Town Team Movement17, Strong Towns18
and Transition Towns19 are much broader in their remit.
Despite these cross-sector initiatives there are still the deeply entrenched issues of ‘silos’ of practice,
differing levels of power and resources, and conflicting legislative requirements facing government
agencies responsible for urban development. As an example, this is often manifest in conflicts
between urban planning agencies that seek to drive urbanist agendas and road authorities that have
the mandate and resources to prioritise regional traffic flows. The argument by the road authorities
of “we have done the modelling, this is for the greater good of the community and we have the money
to do it” is a powerful distraction from trying to meet the more diverse needs of communities seeking
‘good places’.
There are a number of responses emerging to this situation. At the grass roots and local level the
emergence of the Town Team Movement, a self-determining civil society movement seeks to fill the
gaps between what State and Local governments can deliver to local centres and what the community
need and want, with or without government support, this is discussed further in Case Study 2. At a
policy level responses have emerged from State Governments and industry. An example of this is the
Property Council of Australia’s 2018 series of policy papers “Creating Great Australian Cities. The
Council’s argument was that, in comparison to other highly urban societies, Australia has not evolved

12

See for example Design WA - https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/policy-and-legislation/state-planning-framework/design-wa/future-stages-ofdesign-wa
13 Snow, M. (2015) “How place centred planning can create people centred cities” in New Planner September – NSW PIA
14 Committee for Sydney (2018) Re Balancing the City: Centre Renewal for Sydney (see https://www.sydney.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Committee_TownCentreRenewal_Final_WEB.pdf
15 See for example https://www.placemakingsummit.com.au/ and http://ictcsociety.org/
16 https://ecodistricts.org
17 https://www.townteams.com.au
18 https://www.strongtowns.org
19
https://transitionnetwork.org
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effective systems of governance to guide investment, coordination and shape urban goals and delivery
across its burgeoning metropolitan regions20.
A contemporary exception to this is the efforts of the Greater Sydney Commission, a collaboration
between local governments, which established the Greater Sydney Strategy. This is a metropolitan
wide strategy to manage and shape Sydney’s future based around the notion of the 30 minute city and
a focus on place creation. To assist with translating from the high-level metropolitan scale aspirations
to local developments the Commission established area based collaboration processes that recognised
“that no single agency or layer of government can deliver great places alone”. The Commissions saw
this as “a new approach to address complex city-making issues through better co-ordination and
collaboration”, and its “role as an independent facilitator, with place as a uniting purpose, motivated
people to work together”21.
The output of these processes has been the development of “place strategies that identify a vision and
shared objectives for the place and sets out priorities and actions to realise this vision”22, and further
supported by providing funding resources to local authorities to help align local planning within the
frame of the broader Greater Sydney Strategy. While to some jurisdictions outside of Sydney have
attempted to achieve similar outcomes, the Sydney process represents a more sophisticated and
innovative level of urban governance.
While the Greater Sydney Commission’s work is setting a new benchmark on coordination and
collaboration, others experience limitations between the aspirations set by higher level process and
the delivery of 'good places' on the ground. Some observations in this context are further explored in
Section 5 and the case study on City Deals23.

3.3 Emerging issues and directions
It is fairly evident that institutions involved in urban regeneration, in all its dimensions, are proficient
and delivering site by site based built form in line with planning and financial drivers, and use of urban
planning practice and urban design frameworks to guide development by the private sector is
improving.
However, this needs to be balanced by asking who are the beneficiaries of the urban regeneration?
Do we have shining examples where civil society consider that, as a result of the planners, developers
and finance industry’s’ efforts, they now have access to 'good places'? Or are most award winning
urban development’s receiving their awards from within the narrow confines of their own industry for
delivering according to the industry norms? Similarly is the purpose of local precinct based planning
frameworks to guide private investment within the context of contemporary market conditions or can
the market be driven by governance structures designed to produce 'good places'?
It is becoming clearer that there is a need for a clearer or explicit framework of objectives of urban
regeneration – in a place focused way. There is a need for a focus on the orderly delivery of new urban
infill and how this process creates communities and 'good places'. This seems to be especially
important as we collectively have to negotiate the creation of real human places, layer-in economic

20

Clark, G. and Moonan, T. (2018) Creating Great Australian Cities. Property Council of Australia and Urbis.
Greater Sydney Commission (October 2019) Partnerships and Place: Insights from the Collaboration Area. https://gsc-public1.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/collaboration_area_insights-oct_2019.pdf
22 https://www.greater.sydney/project/collaboration-areas
23 Fegus Peace (2017) “From Australia to the Netherlands, Government have introduced City Deals. But what are they?” – Centre for Cities
webs site -7 November 2017. https://www.citymetric.com/politics/australia-netherlands-governments-have-introduced-city-deals-whatare-they-3464
21
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and cultural enhancement, and accommodate transitions to big global concerns such as zero carbon
futures, resilience to disease and the digital world.
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4 'GOOD PLACES', RESOURCES, INTERVENTIONS AND
GOVERNANCE
As discussed in the Introduction the delivery of 'good places' can be thought of as a combination of
three concepts - Defining a Good Place, the Interventions to create a Good Place and the Resources
needed to support creation of the place. As can be seen below, in a repeat of Figure 1, these can be
considered as three points of a triangle and available governance structures mapped within this space.
This section discusses these three underpinning concepts, and develops criteria against which to
evaluate governance structures and structures. Section 4 applies these criteria to available governance
structures.

Defining a Good Place

Governance
Structures

Interventions

Resources

Figure 2 Conceptual framework for investigation of governance structures

4.1 Defining a ‘Good Place'
4.1.1 Perspectives on 'Good Places'
The conceptualisation of a good place can be thought of as spectrum stretching between personal
identification and attachment to place, a geographic location, or place assigned by an economic
valuation. This spectrum is captured in statements made about places such as: “this is my place
because it is where my business and investment is” or “this is my place because this is where I live and
play”.
Into this mix can be added the societal dimension where a place has meaning or value to a collective
group of people because it is the physical community they connect to and have shared values, interests
and investment both personal and economic in a location, as in “this is my town”. To further illustrate,
and provide some context, more detail about the different perspectives and the ingredients involved
in what makes a good place are presented below.
'Good Places' informed by universal values: As discussed in the Introduction, at a meta level, a
description or definition of a good place is one that is informed by universal virtues and is part of an
ongoing process for converting large, universal ethical values into day to day activities. It also
recognises that our places connect us back to our shared humanity and the biosphere, and there is an
ethical requirement that our places should be repaired and or enhanced within the complexities of our
technological and information society and contemporary urbanisation.
Place as defined by the Person: From the perspective of the person or individual, Scannell and Gifford
identify three dimensions of attachment to place. The first two are discussed here, the third in the
next section.
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For Scannell and Gifford place is defined as the personal where attachment is assigned by individual or
collective meanings; and the psychological describing how a person perceives or behaves in a place24.
Others such as Giuliani25 and Baum and Palmer 26 place a stronger emphasis on the personal experience
and values as the driver of place attachment, or disenchantment, from which other perceptions and
experiences are derived.
Place as a Process Lewicka:27 notes that across the literature Scannell et al’s place and person
analysis has received disproportionate attention. She notes that there are a range of processes that
contribute to the creation of places including theories of social capital, environmental aesthetics,
phenomenological laws of order, attachment, and meaning-making processes that stem from
movements and time-space routines
Place as a Structure in a Geography: Scannel’s third dimension of attachment to place is the
determination of place by spatial organisation and specific social or physical elements of a location. As
Tuan28 and Healey29 discuss this conception underpins much of town planning theory and architecture.
Place as a Societal Construct: Returning to the idea of a societal construct of place and the Aristotelian
idea of the life of virtue lived in the context of civil society, Tubeck30 and MacCann31 note that places
are defined by a set of shared values, a mutually recognised collective identity and investment in, and
benefit from, a group of people who live in a particular location. The wide number of video programs
celebrating quirky places inhabited by quirky people32 is testament to the wide acceptance of the idea
that how a society sees, and presents, itself as a vital determinant of place.
Place defined by planning and econometrics: At the other end of the spectrum to Scannell and Gifford’s
description of place are scientific or econometric approaches that have currency in the planning and
business community. For example, planners have developed standardised ratios of social and
infrastructure services required to support differing numbers of population33. This approach assumes
that if the services as determined by these ratios are delivered then places will better serve their
community. An example of this is the Western Australian Planning Commission requirements for
developers to contribute land and or funds for primary schools, roads, open space and energy
infrastructure34.
Similarly investors and businesses often define places because they are owned or have the potential
for economic return and in this context a significant the level of return on investment is a significant
factor of whether or not a location is a 'good place'.
The assessments of places based purely on econometric requirements has been criticised for being
spatially and cultural coarse grained, do not investigate accessibility to services, ignore culturally

24 Scannell,

L., & Gifford, R. (2010). Defining place attachment: A tripartite organizing framework. Journal of environmental psychology,
30(1), 1-10.
25
Giuliani, M. V. (2003). Theory of attachment and place attachment. na.
26 Baum, F., & Palmer, C. (2002). ‘Opportunity structures’: urban landscape, social capital and health promotion in Australia. Health
promotion international, 17(4), 351-361
27 Lewicka, M. (2011). Place attachment: How far have we come in the last 40 years?. Journal of environmental psychology, 31(3), 207-230
28 Tuan YF. (1979) Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective. In: Gale S., Olsson G. (eds) Philosophy in Geography. Theory and Decision
Library (An International Series in the Philosophy and Methodology of the Social and Behavioral Sciences), vol 20. Springer, Dordrecht
29 Healey, P. (2006). Urban complexity and spatial strategies: Towards a relational planning for our times. Routledge.
30 Trubek, A. B. (2008). The taste of place: A cultural journey into terroir (Vol. 20). Univ of California Press.
31 McCann, E. J. (2002). The cultural politics of local economic development: meaning-making, place-making, and the urban policy process.
Geoforum, 33(3), 385-398.
32 For example Letterkenny, Twin Peaks, Houseoes, Ballykissangle
33 Casey, S. (2005). Establishing standards for social infrastructure. Ipswich, Australia: UQ Boilerhouse, Community Engagement Centre.
34
Western Australian Planning Commission. (2016) Draft STATE PLANNING POLICY 3.6 Development Contributions for Infrastructure
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determined selectivity or appropriateness35, bio-geophysical contexts, are unable to respond to
individual circumstances, and at the worst, conducive to social engineering by elites36.
This discussion on the different perspectives of place identifies the importance of values in the creation
of 'good places':
Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 1 - Place informed by values
Does the governance structure have the opportunity for building-in virtuous values?

4.1.2 'Good Places' and who decides
The one observation that can be made with certainty is that the idea of a 'good place' is a slippery
concept that pivots around the relationship between the observer / participant and their connection
to their surroundings. Despite this difficulty, two key questions can be considered - “What factors
need to be considered when considering governance structures to create 'good places'?”, and “Who
decides what needs to be added / changed to create a ‘good place’?” These are discussed below.
Multiple Dimensions: The greater number of dimensions being considered when determining what
constitutes a good place, the more likely a better outcome. For example, evaluating a place against the
seventeen UN SDG’s, the ten One Planet Principles, Liveability Indexes or similar provides broader
perspective on what is important rather, for example using developers’ metrics of yield and return on
investment.
Scale: The question of scale is important. Over the past fifty years there has been an extensive body
of work 37 38 39 exploring the definition of place and, as a generalisation, it can be said that place is
defined by an arcane mix of geography, population numbers, economic activity, accessibility and
movement, types of infrastructure, ecological processes, access to resources and culture.
Places are not discrete but nest within and overlap with other places. Consequently the more the
investigation is able to understand the multi-dimensional bounds of a place, and how this scope nests
and links with other places, the more likely a better outcome will be achieved.
There is still, however, the question of whether there are cut-off points to the scale of consideration
of place. That is, is there a geographic size above which consideration of the personal, cultural and
stylistic dimensions of place disappears because the area has become too big and contains too much
diversity? Correspondingly, is there a geographic size that is too small and consideration of a place
becomes dominated by an expression of personal preference? As a very broad generalisation, for the
intent of this investigation, places could be considered as something bigger than a site based
development but smaller than a local government area.
Uniqueness and Narrative: Although most places share common needs there is also a high degree of
local variety and specificity. Change that recognises this local variety and character is more likely to
be welcomed and accommodated. Similarly there is also a temporal dimension to this discussion.
Places will always change over time, when the pace of change is too quick (or sometimes too slowly)
for the people involved, then a feeling of dislocation to place can occur.

35 Baum

and Palmer op cit
R. (2005). Urban infrastructures and sustainable social practices. Journal of Urban Technology, 12(2), 1-25
37 Cresswell, T. (2014). Place: an introduction. John Wiley & Sons.
38 Gieryn, T. F. (2000). A space for place in sociology. Annual review of sociology, 26(1), 463-496
39 Stedman, R. C. (2003). Is it really just a social construction?: The contribution of the physical environment to sense of place. Society
&Natural Resources, 16(8), 671-685.
36 Brand,
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The creation of 'good places' needs a strong and pervasive narrative that articulates what a place is
about, creates the vision of what is going to be created and drives the direction of development.
Aboriginal communities have spent millennia developing and integrating their narratives into nature
and their community, however the role of narrative in creating identity has been lost in neo-liberal
society and has been replaced with one line mission statements and strategic plans. Neither of these
are up to the task of supporting the complexity of creating places.
Connected People and Leadership Groups: Place can also be considered as a construct of the ease by
which people can communicate with each other. People feel more connected to their place if they feel
they have a degree of control or influence over of type activities that can and should occur in their
place. This can range from the domestic level of organising a street party, through to precinct scale
decisions about the shape and style of a town centre.
Inevitably these ideas mandate that there is some form of leadership group to help guide the evolution
of the place in question. While the traditional assumption is that this is the role of Local Government,
the more common manifestation is that these leadership groups hold their position as a consequence
of values, expression of opinion, networked capacity, and a willingness to contribute to the greater
good of the place in question.
The role of leaders therefore needs to be qualified in the context of the meta-description above about
'good places' - specifically that they are informed by virtue. There are many unfortunate examples
where leadership groups are informed by self-interest, bigotry, hatred and elitism and may create
places that are considered “good” because it enables like-minded people to congregate around a
similar ideology but the ultimate benefit to humanity and the world is far less than optimal40.
Who decides what needs to be added / changed to create a good place? Who owns and drives the
narrative is also important needs to be considered. Narrative informs the ingredients that are added
and changed over time to make a ‘good place’. The narrative needs to be alive, articulated by the
community in their context, inform the existing democratic processes such as local government as it
provides a statutory driven long term custodian for places. This has to be qualified however that the
formalised nature of local government may establish an unwarranted rigidity.
There is a significant difference between the decisions making process for creation places in
Greenfields development as opposed to existing urban areas. For Greenfield developments the
question of creating 'good places' starts from the developers’ need to attract people to move into the
area, meet market expectations and deliver a return on investment. For the Greenfields developer, it
is about always about the business case and the ingenuity and capacity of the designers to anticipate
the structural and services needs of the future residents.
Things are a lot more complex when moving into existing urban contexts, urban renewal or brownfield
developments where there is an existing local culture, established infrastructure, local environment
and built form with which the intervention has to interact.
Addressing these challenges can be facilitated in the design process by different degrees and styles of
consultation, use of spatial tools41 42 43, and recognition of bio-geophysical and cultural contexts 44.
Similarly the willingness of developers or local government to continue and support ongoing
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relationships between people as they build a community and society can also improve the creation of
places in a Greenfield location. Finding the right mix of these factors is the ongoing creative challenge
for developers and local governments alike.
Alternatives to Consultation: Reviewing all of the above, when considering “who decides what creates
a good place” the most likely response is - there is a spectrum. The complexity and multi-dimensional
nature of place creation requires that there is a highly engaged, self-determining, and well educated
civil society45 that is willing to work through the issues for their place independent of whether or not
a specific project or opportunity for change exists. In fact, an empowered civil society will actively seek
the projects and investment needed to deliver what it requires to build its place.
If however, the community is only a collection of disconnected individuals, then the impositions by
government or developers, with their definitions of what creates a good place, and is likely to dominate
the dialogue. It also has to be acknowledged that it is not in the interests of efficient delivery of
development projects or easy government process to have an empowered community. It is far easier
to keep communities as an isolated collection of individuals whose needs are met by a steady, but
modest, flow of goods and services and have consultation processes that are limited to time specific
and spatially limited projects. In these circumstances the most usual outcomes from consultation
processes is that citizens can give carefully constrained and achievable inputs to a well-defined
development process, and identify tweaks to the project that may make the outcome a bit better.
In these contexts the merit of any interventions depends upon the willingness and ability of State and
Local Government and/or developers to rely on design professionals to create “best guesses” about
what is good for the community. In this context these well intentioned, and extensively consulted,
“best guesses” are better than nothing, but are often less than optimal and both the investment
industry and civil society are likely to remain locked into the “inform” end of the IAP246 spectrum.
So returning to the question of “who decides what is needed to create a good place?” It is suggested
that the IAP2 model be flipped and reconstructed to demonstrate a different way of seeing this
situation. Instead of the IAP2 assumption that consultation around projects will create an empowered
community, energy should be put into building a self-determining community that knows what it wants
and is actively seeking to create it and, in addition, are seeking out the projects and governance
structures that support the creation of their places.
This discussion on what factors and who decides about how to create 'good places' leads to a set of
criteria:
Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 2

Addresses Multiple Dimensions

Does the governance structure easily accommodate consideration of multiple dimensions of
what is needed create 'good places'?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 3

Scale of Application

At what geographic scale does this Governance Structure operate most effectively? Does the
framework match the scale to which it is applied?

45
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Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 4

Uniqueness and a Strong Narrative of Place

Is the governance structure able to leverage off, and assist, creating a strong and pervasive local
narrative?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 5

Leadership Group

Does the Governance Structure identify a leadership group to deliver the vision for the place, and does
this framework support engagement and co-creation of its place with other actors?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 6
Communities

Greenfields and Intervention in Existing

In a Greenfields development does the Governance Structure support progressing the developer’s vision
and policy framework that frames the development?
Where there is an existing community, does the Governance Structure match the level of sophistication
that the community needs to support the creation of 'good places'?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 7

Ownership by civil society

Does the Governance Structure support the development of a well-articulated vision from civil society,
or does it seek to entrench consultation to inform predetermined development directions?

4.2 Interventions to create ‘Good Places'
Interventions to create 'good places' can be considered in two arena - the processes that are used to
develop and deliver interventions, and the interventions themselves. This section firstly considers
types of interventions, then moves on to an overview of processes. These are then used to identify
some key criteria that can inform the choice in governance structures.

4.2.1 Interventions: Types - Activation, Social Infrastructure, Built Form
Interventions to create 'good places' can involve a whole range of processes and things that spans a
wide spectrum from ephemeral activities through to the physical aspects of place. One way of thinking
about this is using an analogy from computing, specifically:
Software - things that are ephemeral and easily changeable on short term basis – such as the how
citizens go about their use of the space and places; specific organised actions such as street parties
facilitated by civil society; and ongoing events such as work places, street life, and cafe society that
bring life and vibrancy to a place.
Firmware - the design and operation of commonly shared spaces and buildings. This can be referred
to as the public realm and can contain social infrastructure or neighbourhood assets. While these
places often contain some built form components they also have enough modifiable spaces to allow a
flexibility of use when required. Often these places are in local government ownership but they can
also be in private or civil society ownership. Examples include parks, laneways, sidewalks, libraries,
gyms.
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Hardware - things that are built in, difficult to change and are either corporate, public or private
ownership. Examples include buildings, roads and other infrastructure. Collectively these are the
physical structures provide the shape and form of the place in question. These hardware aspects
change less regularly – but when they do they have big impact.
In reality there is an overlap between these types of interventions and all of these need to come
together to produce ‘good places’.

4.2.2 Interventions: Processes
A key element of the urban regeneration focus on the urban planning and design frameworks
embodied in some form of ‘centre plan’47. This plan seeks to guide the built form of new public and
private investments through urban design controls relating to the build form – the scale and bulk of
new dwellings. It also defines a design language to articulate the expected character of the new
investments. Updating of the firmware is often linked to these processes. The deployment of the
centre plan is through statutory planning instruments that formalise these aspirations in planning law.
Ideally these planning instruments should be integrated with complimentary studies and policies that
guide the place making processes. These often include:





Movement and access – such as traffic management, pedestrians, cycling and parking
Public realm guidelines that aim to establish a coherent framework of soft and hard street
treatments that are aimed at building the urban amenity.
Neighbourhood asset / social infrastructure reviews - including both the soft and hard assets
needed and/ or desired by the community to enhance the quality of place.
Assessments of economic development trends - to inform demand for work places

Over time these planning frameworks inevitably require updating and the general assumption is that
this should occur at the front of the investment cycles that typically occur in urban redevelopment.
These revisions are a key part of the process of guiding both public and private investment to get the
most beneficial interventions and better outcomes. The reality however is often different with
planning processes being left for many years under resourced or incomplete, relying on the default
position of site-by-site assessment within outmoded planning frameworks.
Ideally this continual process of revision can improve the delivery of places however they can be
resource intensive to put in place for local government and may be perceived as onerous impositions
by developers. Similar to the above discussion about consultation, good planning may not be in the
interests of easy administration or fast development timelines. The challenge therefore when
considering governance structures to is whether they are capable of carrying the aspirations for
creating 'good places' when this is not supported by the available planning regime.
4.2.2.1 Translation
The guiding element to Interventions in both types and process is that it needs to be guided by a
narrative, see Section 3.1.2. Uniqueness and Narrative and that this narrative is being translated into
the decision making processes is key to ensuring 'good places' occur.
Inevitably when engagement processes about place are undertaken a wish list of outcomes or actions
are developed – sometimes referred to as place activation plan. When resources are available the
process can involve designers, engineers, planners and other professionals take that list and seek to
find ways implement the actions hopefully in an integrated way.

47
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This happens best when the professionals understand the overall narrative, what constitutes a good
place in a local context and can do their design and development work within the frame of the
narrative. The guiding question for any individual action or project needs to be – “how does this action
support the ongoing creation of the narrative?”. This does not mean that each project needs to
respond to the whole narrative, rather that there is an attitude of contribution.
An important part of this translation process is opening up the dialogue about design and focusing on
outcomes rather than relying on enforcement of regulations. While compliance with regulations will
achieve a basic outcome, relying on this approach limits flexibility and efficiency and tends to allow
projects to devolve into legal battles which, generally, is the modus operandi of the BAU development
industry.
An additional factor needs to be considered based on the reality that places change over time. While
built form is difficult to change and can cement, literally, a structure into a place for fifty years there
are many opportunities for places to change particularly through the activations and social
infrastructure. Whether a governance structure supports flexibility and change or entrenches
outmoded behaviour is an important factor to be considered.
This discussion on interventions to create 'good places' leads to a set of criteria:
Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 8

Types of Interventions

Is this Governance Structure able to support the delivery of activations, social infrastructure and built
form?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 9

Capacity to Collaborate

Do the governance structures being considered easily interface with other governance structures being
used by other agents in the place?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 10

Supporting flexibility and adaptation

Does the Governance Structure allow for flexibility of use over the life of the place?
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4.3 Resourcing the creation of ‘Good Places'
There is always a need for resources to enhance places. The common view is that there is a fairly direct
link to availability of finance and that unless there are funds available nothing can happen. However,
there are many examples of 'good places' being created with minimal resources. The most pertinent
example are the historic towns and villages that are considered to be full of character, soulful and
exemplars of 'good places' were inevitably highly constrained in their build by location, activities of
their citizens and availability of materials48 49.
Within this broad understanding of resources six factors can be identified as resources to create 'good
places'. Three of these have already been considered in Section 3.1 specifically Places informed by
Virtue; A Unique, Strong and Pervasive Narrative; and a Well Defined Leadership Group. To this can
be added:




Brokerage - being able to work cross-sector to organise deals and access resources
Financing - where needed accessing finance and particularly money that understands
achieving multiple objectives and not just ROI
Tracking - having a monitoring system that operates at a meta-level to determine how well
progress is being made across the whole of the place

These are discussed briefly below.

4.3.1 Brokerage
Creating 'good places' requires a delicate and sophisticated linking of civil society, business and
government to achieve common outcomes. Each of these parties can bring resources to the creation
of 'good places' and the capacity to work out deals to support equitable contribution from and benefits
to each of these groups is essential. The role of the Leadership group in brokering these contributions
is essential.

4.3.2 Financing
Funding the process of creating 'good places' starts by looking at the traditional sources of funding
typically bank or finance company investment in the private sector, and local government funding of
it capital work program. For local government this might be based on an allocation from existing
funding streams, through establishing developer contribution schemes or establishing dedicated
funding streams associated with quarantining a portion of the rates from a discrete area into a
dedicated program of works, or rate levies to fund improvement districts. Each of these has their area
of application and effectiveness.
Each of these mechanisms have the intention to support the creation of 'good places' central to their
activities, however the way they are structured often limits their effectiveness. For example
Percentage for Art50 schemes often devolve into the delivery of plonk/plop51 art rather than
incorporation of artistic input into the fabric of buildings as intended by the scheme’s policy.
Invariably, also, private sector is looking to a return on investment and local governments often slice
up their programs into delivery of works budgets. Neither of these single-focus approaches are likely
to deliver 'good places'. Ideally to create 'good places', financing mechanisms need to be identified
that go beyond these traditional systems. Three possible mechanism are potentially available.
Firstly, if there is a clear understanding of how a project fits into the bigger story of the creation of the

48 King,
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good place a developer may be willing to contribute more (in terms of resources or elements of the
place creation process identified through a process like a neighbourhood assets assessment) through
their development or off-site because they recognise the benefits to their project from being in a
particular location. This may be a rarity however it does occur.
Secondly, there is a need to bridge the gap between large institution investors and projects within a
particular area. As a generalisation large institutional investors, which are more likely to be patient
and willing to invest in 'good places', look for big investments and these are generally limited to large
urban renewal projects covering significant geographic areas. Many place creation projects occur at a
local level and are about developments that are too small to attract the large institutional investors.
In this context the supply of funds for local projects typically reverts to the BAU finance industry which
tends to support the usual developer approach of get-in/get-out quickly to maximise ROI.
There is a very real need for local governments and civil society to work with institutional investors
and developers to develop investment packages that can supply patient capital across multiple
projects in a specific place. In this context the combination of a strong local leadership group, and a
well-defined narrative that is being translated into specific development projects would provide good
guidance for these investment packages.
Thirdly, impact investment52 53 is a rapidly maturing industry that is committed to mobilising
investment capital to produce environmental and societal benefits which capture some of the points
discussed above. The strength of impact investment, over the above two approaches, is that the
structures to operate these packages are already in place and there are well thought-out agile and
responsive performance criteria implicitly structured into the funding arrangements. However impact
investment projects need the guidance and project definition of leadership group and a strong
narrative to define the details of the task to realise and maximise its benefits.

4.3.3 Tracking
While the creation of 'good places' needs to be embedded in a narrative and consider multiple
dimensions this process needs a degree of rigour and attention on real, as opposed to aspirational,
outcomes. There is a considerable amount of work that has been done on indicators to measure
performance across multiple dimensions and there are various tools, both proprietary and open
source, that make tracking and monitoring of performance easier than manual accounting.
This discussion on the Resources needed to create 'good places' leads to a set of criteria:
Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 11

Translates aspirations into actions

Does the governance structure guide the translation of a bigger narrative that defines a good place into
specific actions in their projects?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 12

Statutory Powers

To what extent does the Governance Structure contain statutorily enforceable powers?

52
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Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 13

Brokerage

Does the Governance Structure allow brokerage within the leadership group to identify and organise the
deals necessary to produce 'good places'?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 14

Broadening Financial Activity

Does the governance structure have sufficient flexibility, accountability and transparency to support
investment from multiple sources across multiple projects in a specific area?

Governance Structure Evaluation Criteria 15

Measuring progress

Does the governance structure have the capacity to factor in multiple and measurable outcomes,
particularly into the financing arrangements?
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5 EVALUATION OF GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES
5.1 Introduction
To help deliver 'good places' a number of currently used governance structures are evaluate against
the criteria developed in Section 3. For ease of analysis, Section 4.2 discusses a number of governance
structures grouped into five categories. While these are presented separately it is important to note
that, in some cases, there is overlap and connection between the different structures.
Based on this analysis, Section 4.3 discusses some broad themes that emerge from this analysis and
potential directions for governance structures to produce ‘good places’.

5.2 Governance Structures
The structures considered are summarised in Table 4.1 below and have been grouped below into five
categories.
Formalised legal structures - these are the most familiar and common governance structures. Generally
these are about providing legal frameworks for actions and accountabilities for the delivery of
(generally) specific activities by a nominated group of people. These include: Companies,
Cooperatives, Ethical and Social Enterprises, Strata Title, Charities, Associations.
Collaborations - different types of agreements to link disparate groups or organisations to enable them
to work towards a common objective. These may have custom designed legal structures or in other
circumstances only need simple arrangements such as MOU. Collaborations are often cross-sector
projects and programs, and include: Alliances, Development Authorities, Public Private Partnerships,
and City Deals.
Formal Government and Statutory Planning process - activities that operate under statutory planning
legislation. These include: Town Planning Schemes, Improvement / District Schemes and some of the
coordinating and service delivery functions of Local Government.
Shared Thinking and Leadership - programs and projects that support engagement because of the
strength of the idea and the joint commitment to change towards a common objective. These include
Associations, Local / Precinct Collaborative Projects/Programs, Thought Leadership and
Demonstration Projects/Programs.
Distributed and Emergent - new technological solutions that distribute governance across a shared
platform, including block chain technology 54 55 and agile urbanism56 57.
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Table 4.1 Types of Governance Structures
Governance Structure

Description

Formalised Legal Structures
Company

Most commonly used administrative structure set up under specific
regulatory framework that enables shareholders to operate as a legal
and financial entity.

Cooperatives

People-centred enterprises owned, controlled and run by and for their
members to realise their common economic, social, and cultural needs
and aspirations. Runs under specific regulatory frameworks

Ethical / Social Enterprises

Enterprises that are run as for profit business but seek multiple
sustainability outcomes and rely on engagement with, and creating
benefit for, civil society as part of their business model e.g. Ethical
Property, B Corporation companies. Depending upon the business
model used these enterprises have the potential application to deliver
or foster specific place based activities

Strata Title

A type of land titling that provides a method of facilitating individual
ownership of part of a property – generally an apartment, unit or
townhouse. Strata title allows for individual ownership of an actual lot
or unit whilst sharing ownership and responsibility of the common
grounds on which it is built and a way of apportioning the cost of
common services across the strata body.
In some jurisdictions strata title has been expanded (sometimes
referred to as community title) to incorporate multiple developments in
one precinct allowing greater emphasis on shared services and facilities
across the developments.

Charity

A Not For Profit organisation that has only charitable purposes for the
public benefit and is not an individual, political party of government
agency. Charities often have the potential for tax free contributions.

Association

Is a Not For Profit legal entity established under regulation with agreed
goals and objectives for recreational, cultural or charitable purposes,
and the profits from the activities are put back into the organisation.
Associations may or may not be geographically focused.

Collaborations
Alliances

Mainly focused on complex project delivery, organisations develop a
mutually agreed set of objectives with benefits and responsibilities
clearly defined and organised under legal agreements with a clear risk
and reward structure.
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Governance Structure

Description

Can be used to deliver a wide range of projects linking private sector
and, sometimes government, organisations. When done well Alliances
have been shown to produce creative outcomes.
Development Authorities

Government established planning and delivery vehicle with control over
specific area to deliver multiple objectives for major restructure /
redevelopment of a location. These are often focuses on government
owned land.

Public Private Partnerships

Cooperative arrangement between two or more public and private
sectors, typically of a long-term nature. It involves an arrangement
between a unit of government and a business that brings better
services or improves the city's capacity to build infrastructure or
delivery services.

City Deals

A type of partnership model fostered by the federal government, where
large scale change process bringing together the three levels of
government, the community and the private sector to address a
significant structural problem e.g. regional systemic unemployment,
major infrastructure development.
The partnership focuses on aligning planning, investment and
governance to accelerate growth and job creation, stimulate urban
renewal and drive economic reforms to secure the future prosperity
and liveability of cities or parts of cities.

Formal Government and Statutory Planning Processes

Town Planning Schemes

Legislatively based by planning legislation and regulations driven by
Local Government usually in the context of higher level planning. These
Schemes generally establishes the framework for the orderly
development of built form (use, scale and bulk) for development in a
particular area.

Improvement Districts / Schemes

Structured / regulation driven organisation which receives contributions
from local business to support a common objective or theme e.g.
Business Improvement Districts, place making levees. Engages business
and land lords in contributing towards local area improvements and
programs and is usually linked to a specific geographic areas.
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Governance Structure

Description

Local Government

Producing established statutory frameworks, and using representative
democracy, Local Government is traditionally regarded as the
organisation where local place creation occurs. Local Government
brings legislatively driven compliance and is the vehicle used to develop
Town Planning schemes / centre planning framework.
Local Government is also responsible for the development, and
operation of public assets and maintenance and the delivery of some
community services.
Operations of Local Government are strongly defined by codes of
conduct and are required to implement multiple sets of regulations. As
a consequence they are often seen as conservative and reactionary
finding it difficult to step outside the requirements of regulation.

Shared Thinking and Leadership

Local / Precinct Collaborative
Projects/Programs

Similar to the above, typically with citizens’ voluntary engagement in
local projects for a shared objective, some use performance criteria
and/or demonstration projects e.g. One Planet Living, some early
phase Town Teams may fit into this.

Thought Leadership and
Demonstration Projects/Programs

Voluntary engagement between groups of like-minded organisations
sharing a common objective for change and by learning through doing.
Often these groups utilise seed funding to promote demonstration
projects or education programs e.g. New Cities, Smart Cities, 100
Resilient Cities and Wellbeing Cities.

Civil Society organisations

Various types of organisations where local authorities, landlords,
retailers and the public working together to envision, guide and activate
the spaces they occupy, creating and nurturing their own unique place.
Local people as co-creators and not simply consumers.
Numerous groups forming under a supportive umbrella organisation for
example the Town Team Movement and Eco-Districts.

Distributed and Emergent
Block-chain Technology

Use of Blockchain technology to manage assets and track their impact
on the development of a place or project across multiple dimensions.
Blockchain brings greater transparency, enhanced security, improved
traceability, increased efficiency and speed of transactions and reduced
costs.
Blockchain is an emergent technology being transferred from the
finance industry to wider applications. The transition point from pure
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Governance Structure

Description

finance applications is well underway and being applied to supply
chains and the impact investment industry
Agile urbanism

A combination of design philosophy and intelligent design and asset
management platforms that enable ongoing shaping of the structure of
a city. Emphasis is on modular and scalable interventions rather than
large centralised planning and infrastructure delivery.

5.3 Evaluation Against Criteria
The criteria developed in Section 3 are summarised in Appendix 1, Table A1.1. These have been used
to evaluate the categories of governance structures listed above. These evaluations are shown in
Appendix 2, Tables A2.1-5 from this work some general findings are discussed below.
The most commonly used Formalised Legal Structures e.g. companies, cooperatives, strata titles; used
to deliver built form are generally inward looking and contain no mandate or requirement to create
‘good places’ other than what is required by law or is delivered at the discretion of the leadership
group. While these structures may support creation of elements that are attractive within the confines
of the project, their capacity to do the necessary integration into their wider local context is often very
limited. There are several factors that contribute to this. Firstly, as a generalisation, there is rarely a
well-defined and highly detailed local story or narrative in place to guide the decisions around the
design. In these situations design decisions are left up to professional interpretations of generalise
statements in planning guidelines. Secondly, as formalised legal structures are generally being
purposed for return on investment for the investors, and minimisation of operational costs, any
investment in neighbourhood assets or activations are generally seen as unwanted financial leakage.
Despite these inherent limitations, if there is a well-established story of what is being created in a
place, Formalised Legal Structures with their well tried and tested administrative and accountability
structures can be extremely effective delivery vehicles, particularly of built form58 and specific services
contributing to ’good places’. In essence, while they are good for the partial delivery of ‘good places’
are not inherent creators of 'good places'.
The common assumption is that the need for a well-developed and well established story about a place
will be addressed through Formal Government and Statutory Planning processes. However it can be
argued that the capacity of these processes to deliver is limited, at least in the way they currently work.
Various processes such as review panels, formalised design review processes59 or similar have been
created with the intention of balancing efficiency in approval processes with enhancing the quality of
design60. The limitation of these processes is that they are often constrained in their scope by practice,
regulation or legislation, and subject to industry capture. In these cases such reforms can devolve into

58

For example in the United Kingdom ‘Regeneration Companies are used – often formal company structures that are owned by private
and public sector actors - to deliver particular urban regeneration outcomes.
59 See - https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/getmedia/7a2d40d7-3a75-481d-9c2a-c22571068789/SPP-Design-Review-Guide (accessed 12 may
2020).
60 The aim has been to remove some of the local politics from approval processes for developments over a specified scale. See
https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/daps (accessed 12 may 2020).
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guiding adherence to coarse grained physical design parameters and anything more, which relates the
complex question of creating ‘good places’ is seen as unnecessary impost.
A further consideration the assumption within the planning processes is that getting the build form
components right will create ‘good places’. As a generalisation, there is far less attention, resources
and effort put into the building of neighbourhood assets and activation components of place creation,
in comparison with the effort devoted to the front-end processes of establishing planning frameworks
to guide built form. This points to the need to greatly strengthen the story of what constitutes a ‘good
place’, and broaden the concept of project investment into the development of a precinct and ongoing
activation well beyond the development cycle. Local Government funding mechanisms, e.g.
Developer contributions, do provide a way to improve this situation however their application needs
to be considerably broadened, particularly how to balance the equity of the contribution, type and
effectiveness of the intervention, and applicability over different spatial and temporal scales.
The role of Collaborations, in their various forms, and Shared Thinking and Leadership structures are
generally more suited to the delivery of ‘good places’ because both have the development of a bigger
vision for a location at the core of their operation.
Collaborations tend to be used for large-scale urban renewal projects where agreements can be
developed and various legal structures utilised for the delivery of interventions across precincts. They
are also good for linking the government and private sector to work on joint projects.
A limitation of Collaborations however is that they tend to only be associated with large scale projects
and require too much administration to work at a small scale. Shared Thinking projects and processes
tend to be good at a more local scale, however they often face the challenge of translating the vision
into the reality of a local context. Consequently they are often significantly constrained in their
capacity to deliver much beyond the initiation of local activations or the construction of demonstration
projects.
Future areas of investigation are needed into how to extend the use of Collaborations down to smaller
local scales and, correspondingly increased use of sophisticated Shared Thinking in larger
collaborations. In this context the use of agile platforms and distributed systems could provide cost
effective ways of providing these linkages.

5.4 Guiding Concepts
Looking across the whole of the evaluation seven guiding concepts relating to the use of available
governance structures can be identified. These are discussed below.
Fit for Purpose – It is important to think through the intent and extent of the interventions and apply
the most appropriate governance structure for the purpose at hand. In some cases most
administratively familiar may not be the best option to deliver the desired outcome. Similarly it may
be appropriate to look at using hybrids of different structures for a specific application.
Governance Structures are Scale Dependent - as has been noted ‘good places’ is a slippery concept,
however basing the boundaries of the ‘place’ on social, cultural, economic and environmental
characteristics rather than cadastre, zoning or ownership criteria will be more likely to produce a
functional ‘good places’ in the long term. Depending on the scale involved, the governance structures
can then be selected to best match the task to deliver ‘good places’. The City Deal case study outlined
in the next section is an example of working at an appropriate scale and linking the governance
structure to the scale.
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Make the shift from consulting to building leadership groups - as has been discussed previously
consultation processes can contribute to enhancement of ‘good places’, however it is often about
facilitating acceptance of modest alterations around predetermined plans. Alternatively if there is an
empowered local leadership group there is likely to be more opportunity to guide, broker deals and
co-create places as opportunities emerge. Once again Collaborations and Thought Leadership
structures tend have advantage of operating outside of the local government planning processes and
formalised legal structures. The Town Team Movement case study outlined in the next section is an
example of building a local leadership group.
Frame place creation in a strong and compelling story - this is much more than just a vision statement
in a strategic planning document. Ideally it should be a detailed narrative crafted and owned by many
people and derived from the own ‘genius loci’. This story also has to have sufficient clear outcomes,
rather than statements of aspiration or action outputs, in amongst the narrative to enable
performance against the story to be measured and reported.
Deliver the story locally – the assumption that generic set-and-forget application of planning
instruments will produce ‘good places’ is unlikely to deliver the desired place outcomes. With a strong
leadership in place and a compelling local story there is the capacity to enhance the local government
planning processes through shaping formal planning documents, guiding other local government
programs and dialogue with developers and designers.
Redefine funding and reward impact - historically use of formal legal structures that focus on built form
has limited the creation of ‘good places’. This question needs to be revisited particularly through the
framework of impact investment and the recognition of contribution to off-site development of
neighbourhood assets and ongoing support for activation of places.
Track performance - while financial performance of urban development is able to be modelled and
monitored in detail, the determination and evaluation of 'good places' is still an evolving ‘art’.
Sustainability, Resilience and/or Wellness evaluation and reporting frameworks can be used to identify
gaps and needs in neighbourhood assets, services and activations. The majority of the structures
considered have some form of indicators, metrics and targets these are often cumbersome and time
consuming to utilise. An emerging opportunity is the use of block chain technology to track multiple
performance criteria and link this to investment, sustainability and other performance frameworks.
While, as is noted in Table A2.5 this technology is still in its early days and is agnostic around how it is
deployed, its impact on measuring performance will be far better than any other system that is
available at present.
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5.5 Better Practice
5.5.1 Current state of the art
After the consideration of a number of governance structures and how they have been used, Table 4.2
below summarises the currently used structures that are more likely to support the delivery of ‘good
places’, for different scales of interventions.
Table 4.2

Currently used Governance Structures more likely to create ‘good places’.

Scale of
Intervention

Governance
Structure

Focus / Intention

Possible improvements in the
Australian context

Region, city
or multiple
local
government
areas

City Deal

City Deals are collaboration
frameworks to bring the 3 levels of
government together to work on a
common urban renewal /
infrastructure development
programs.

City Deals in Australia have tended to be
developed on an ad hoc basis depending
on local circumstances and, in some
cases, to deliver election commitments.
Other countries have used well
developed policy templates and clear
outcome based assessments of
performance to drive the development of
the Deals, see the discussion in Case
Study 1.

With mature implementation it
provides an incentive and
accountability framework to join up
different levels of, and break down
silos within, government.
It also provides a policy framework
for civil society and industry
involvement and agreements to
determine policy, funding and
delivery.

While the City Deals in Australia do
involve the three layers of government
often their creation has a single main
focus e.g. delivery of transport
infrastructure. There is a need for
stronger policy, narrative and dialogue
frameworks to strengthen and clarify the
multiple outcomes that could be achieved
how these outcomes will be delivered and
who will do the delivery.
Similarly, the role or input of both industry
and civil society in Deals needs
clarification - civil society because it
represents the long term, core beneficiary
of the Deal; industry because it is the
main delivery mechanism. The
underpinning question that still needs to
be resolved is whether both these groups
should be intimately involved in the
development and delivery of the Deal or
whether the Deal is purely a government
driven activity.
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Scale of
Intervention

Governance
Structure

Focus / Intention

Possible improvements in the
Australian context

Large
precincts,
brownfields
urban renewal

Government
Development
Agency
or
Industry Alliance

Operates by focuses a coordinated
development process around a
specific geographic area, often
bringing design, planning,
investment and delivery under one
platform.

Could benefit from reframing the primary
design question from “what can the
market deliver” to “what type of place are
we trying to create” and link multi-criteria
outcome targets that include social and
sustainability infrastructure, to this vision.
This approach would drive innovation and
reduce repetition of BAU solutions that
may not be appropriate in the specific
circumstance.

These processes often present a
clear investment path which is
attractive to the investment sector.
In comparison with site by site
development of typical development
processes, there is the potential to
provide a bigger context and
sufficient financial depth to fund
significant social and sustainability
infrastructure. There is also the
potential to strengthen design
coherence and streamline decision
making processes.

These projects could be further enhanced
by using them to redefine consultation
into creating a strong civil society that
would continue the place creation
process once the development had
occurred.

As these processes tend to be
driven by the development industry
the primary design assumption is
usually what the current or projected
market is likely to return for a
specific a built form.

Local centres

Local
Government &
Activity Centre /
Town Centre
Plans

Usually a planning / development
framework developed within a State
planning and design framework
aimed at guiding private sector
investment in built form. These are
often predicated around increased
density, however this singular focus
can often produce negative
responses from the community.
These plans are typically based on
the assumption that civic life will
emerge and/or will be the outcome
of other local government services
and programs.

Typical consultation processes
associated with these redevelopments
are largely about asking selected
community representatives what they do
and don’t like about a specific set of
predetermined options.
This process needs reframing to move
beyond the planning focus to empowering
local civil society (business, land owners
and citizens) to be part of the place story,
project design, creation of interventions
and activation processes. A good model
for how this could operate is emerging in
the organisations such as EcoDistricts,
Place Leadership, and the Town Team
Movement, (see Case Study 2).
Local Government has opportunity to
reframe how developer contributions or
similar funding process can work to
support the maturing of civil society
providing leadership and brokerage
around place creation.

In addition to the above use of available governance frameworks for specific projects, for different
scales of development, can be improved by using questions that grow from the “good place” triangle
discussed in Section 3. These questions are shown in Appendix 3.
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5.5.2 Future possibilities
A further outcome of this review is to attempt to characterise new hybrid model that may be better at
producing ‘good places’. This model combines positive elements of a number of governance structures
and with emergent technologies. Key features of this hybrid model for local areas include:










61

Strengthen and deepen the thought leadership of civil society61 so that it moves from being
reactive, and the recipients of consultation, to having a well-informed leadership group with
sufficient ability to be actively engaged in place creation that extends across activation, social
infrastructure and built form. See Case Study 2 for a discussion of Town Teams as an example.
Capture this thought leadership in a detailed and geographically linked narrative that describes
the interventions that are needed to create the place.
Use this thought leadership to drive local government planning and developer project
development.
Develop multi-dimensional outcome targets that link back to the narrative and are used by
government to monitor progress and track project compliance.
Develop alliances between civil society and local government to broker deals between
developers to create ‘good places’.
Use various company structures, potentially with multiple ownerships including local
government and civil society, to deliver the built form and services for these places.
Use impact investment approaches to provide opportunity for local as well as large
institutional investment and link this funding to achieving the outcome targets.
Use advanced platforms and sophisticated tracking technologies to evolve the physical design
and development of an area and track progress against multiple dimensions over time.

See footnote 6 for a discussion about the scope of civil society
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6 CONCLUSION
This work sought to investigate the strengths and weakness of governance structures applicable to
urban regeneration, particularly in the Australian context. From the outset a distinction was made
between urban regeneration and the creation of ‘good places’ because there are ample examples
where urban regeneration has not resulted in ‘good places’, and the fundamental question has to be
asked - “In whose interest is the regeneration undertaken?”.
The idea of a ‘good place’ is slippery concept – and value laden. By analogy, creating ‘good places’ is
more akin to improvising while playing jazz, with many actors innovating around a unifying theme.
‘Good places’ will always require a continuous (re)negotiation of the strategic purpose, the initiation
of new forms of urbanism and cultivation of how humans activate their places. Consequently this
investigation should be seen as a preliminary exploration of this complex space and by no means
comprehensive.
The report has explored this topic through the use of a conceptual framework - seen as three points in
a triangle - Defining a Good Place, the Interventions to create a Good Place and the Resources needed
to support creation of the place, with the available governance structures mapped within this space.
The guiding questions for consideration of defining a good places are - “what makes a ‘good place’?”
and “who decides this prescription?” From this investigation a number of criteria were developed. To
these were added criteria for evaluating interventions and resources needed to create ‘good places’.
These criteria were then applied to a range of available governance structures, the outcomes of this
analysis were discussed and some consideration given to where governance may develop in the future.
And two case studies are provided to ground the review with some contemporary examples.
At the end of this assessment it would appear that the most commonly used and available governance
structures were heavily weighted towards delivery of built form and were not overly fit for the delivery
of ‘good places’. The more collaborative structures, and those that were more easily able to
accommodate the multiple dimensions of ‘good places’ tended to be either limited by scale and/or
capacity to deliver significant outcomes.
There are innovations that are emerging linking a highly engaged and informed civil society to drive
the place creation process, use of dispersed design platforms and sophisticated tracking of outcomes,
however these need significant development and there are very high levels of inertia and vested
interests to continue with Business As Usual. Despite this, the demands from civil society for better
places have never been higher and new and innovative ways of delivering this will increase into the
future.
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7 CASE STUDY 1 – CITY DEALS
7.1 Introduction
As has been highlighted above there is a range of governance models available each that form part of
a collection of jig saw pieces which can be used to build good places. However none of them, by
themselves, are able to deliver good places. These two case studies, the large scale City Deals, and
small scale Town Teams, examine how various governance models have been packaged together to
try and achieve overarching objectives of creating “good places”. As with all similar investigations there
are lessons from both studies.

7.2 City Deals
City Deals in the Australian context are agreements between State, Federal and local governments to
tackle specific issues that are large in geographic and economic extent. The underlining aim of the
model is to provide durable, multi-level, governance process that in it is more mature brings in private
sector and civil society perspectives to enhance urban productivity and guide investment in line with
wider societal goals.
This mechanism was based on a UK model developed during the Cameronera in the UK62, and was
championed into the Australian policy environment through a 2014 report prepared by KPMG in
partnership with the Property Council of Australia63. This policy initiative was taken up by the Turnbull
Liberal government64 which initiated the policy in September 2015 with the establishment Minister for
Cities and Built Environment65.
The Australian Government’s Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and
Communications defined City Deals in the Australian context were:
“City Deals are a genuine partnership between the three levels of government and the community to
work towards a shared vision for productive and liveable cities … City Deals work to align the planning,
investment and governance necessary to accelerate growth and job creation, stimulate urban renewal
and drive economic reforms. City Deals will help to secure the future prosperity and liveability of our
cities”66.
The thinking and shaping of the Australian version of City Deals was further shaped by the Property
Council in partnership with Urbis in their 2018 series of policy reports – Creating Great Australian
Cities67. This work reviewed the mega trends facing the Australian cities in the so called ‘metropolitan
century’, highlighting that in Australian Cities have been “less well serviced by high capacity
infrastructure, and less coordinated and less well managed than others around the world”68. The
Property Council’s work highlighted the need to further enhance and mature the ‘city deal’ model as
part of wider agenda of strengthening urban policy.

62

Clark, G and Clark, G. (2014) Nations and the Wealth of Cities: A New Phase in Public Policy. Centre for London.
https://www.centreforlondon.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/CFLGCI_Nations_and_the_Wealth_of_Cities-optimised.pdf
63 KPMG and Property Council of Australia (2014) Introducing UL City Deals. https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2014/10/uk-citydeal-economic-growth-productivity.pdf
64 Between 2015 – 2018.
65 Burton, Paul (August 2018) “Spills and City Deals: what Turnbull’s urban policy has achieved, and where we go from here.” The
Conversation – See: https://theconversation.com/spills-and-city-deals-what-turnbulls-urban-policy-has-achieved-and-where-we-go-fromhere-102184
66 See: https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/cities/city-deals/ - sighted 21 March 2020
67 Clark, G. and Moonan, T. (2018) Creating Great Australian Cities. Property Council of Australia and Urbis.
68
Clark and Moonan (2018) ibid p.8
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As of October 2019 seven City Deals had been signed - Townsville, Launceston, Western Sydney,
Darwin, Hobart, Geelong and Adelaide, and work is in progress on Perth and South East Queensland69.
In early 2020 the concept was further expanded with commitment to these types of process with
announcements from Government about Regional Deals70 that use a similar model in regional areas.
To date there has been limited commentary on the City Deal processes in Australia, with the work by
Burton and Nicholls 201971 being one of the few investigations. From our work through involvement
in a number of the projects and interviews with people involved in the development of the Deals the
general observation is that they are worthwhile process and a significant policy platform that can be
further developed.
While the Deal development process has benefits it also some challenges. On the positive side they
provide a seat at that table for government agencies that work in urban renewal, however, although
government agencies are involved there is a definite need to clarify, refine, and enhance the terms of
engagement. Some of those interviewed who had been involved in the City Deal process commented
that the development of the Deals was often based on general shared objectives but, in reality, the
development process lacked policy rigour and there was insufficient clarity around the contributions,
benefits and obligations required from each party. One observation was that a significant number of
the groups which expressed interest in City Deals were operating from narrow expectation that City
Deals were a purely a mechanism to access Commonwealth funds and did not appear to understand
the collaborative and tripartite nature of the arrangement.
A further issue that emerged was that the Deals worked best when all parties focused on trying to
solve genuine problems, rather than a repackaging of predetermined State or Local Government
projects. In general this required building greater maturity into how the City Deal processes are
structured and developed, in particular, how the investments are directed and to what outcomes.
This may point to a lack of maturity in the Australian experience in building policy partnerships that
cross administrative and political boundaries. Australia has a long history of parochialism between
different levels of government, where as some of the UK and European and OECD experiences have
come out of bigger traditions of building robust ‘partnerships enabled by sophisticated processes.72
Within the general assessment of the lack of maturity in Australia for building partnerships some of
the conversations also pointed towards the lack of awareness of the wide range of governance
structures that are available to be used at different scales of the Deal program. There seemed to be
the assumption that if an overarching deal was developed then the operational details would look after
themselves.
Similarly there was some uncertainty about who was “in” the Deal development process. Some of the
people interviewed considered that this was just the three levels of government business and saw that
the ‘process’ would invite civil society and the development and investment industries to
operationalize different parts of the Deal as and when required. Others considered that as Deals were
intended to be defined by geography and issues then both civil society and the development and
investment industries should be involved from the start. It was clear that the process necessary to
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See: https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/cities/city-deals/index.aspx -sighted 23 March 2020
See: https://www.regional.gov.au/regional/deals/ - sighted 23 March 2020
71 Burton, Paul and Nicholls Luke , (August 2019) “A patchwork of City Deals or a national settlement strategy: what’s best for our
growing cities?” in The Conversation ( see https://theconversation.com/a-patchwork-of-city-deals-or-a-national-settlement-strategywhats-best-for-our-growing-cities-117839
72 OECD (2001) Local Governance and Partnerships: A summary of the findings of the OECD study on local partnerships
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/1962067.pdf
70
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facilitate the timely involvement with civil society and business have not been well established. Which
is unfortunate as the ‘spirit’ of the City Deal initiative was framed with that intent73.
At the time of writing these issues remain unresolved however some lessons can be gained from
international experience. Reviewing OECD processes Forschner et al notes:
“An area based partnership is usually designed to bring together all relevant actors within a region that
can contribute to improving a given situation on an equal basis… [bringing]... “together all relevant
actors is not an easy task as this implies having around one table not only different government
institutions (usually of different levels) – many of which are traditionally competing with or ignoring
each other – but also social partners, entrepreneurs, NGOs, the education and scientific sector,
representatives of the civil society and many more”74.
In New Zealand the Regional Growth Program, the equivalent of the City Deal, states that it “aims to
help key regional stakeholders to work together – integrating local perspectives – to ensure that
economic progress is made”. It has been found that the New Zealand experience is that the Program
provides “worthwhile and valuable contribution to addressing regional economic challenges and
opportunities”75.
An important difference between the New Zealand process and the Australian process is that New
Zealand has a well-developed and detailed policy and program development framework in place.
Whereas the Australian experience could be described as developing policy and Deals “on the fly”, the
New Zealand process is better defined with stronger focus on governance, capacity and capability of
the actors, and clearer evaluation frameworks. A further important characteristic of the New Zealand
policy environment is that it has clear outcome objectives using wellbeing frameworks as way of
clarifying the outcomes that support the priorities for future investment76. This sentiment is echoed in
the UK review of City Deals that focused on how to organize these process and allow for the evolution
of both innovation and structure. In 2015 the UK National Audit Office undertook a review of the ‘first
wave’ of the UK City Deal process and pointed out:
“The government and the cities could have worked together in a more structured way to agree a
consistent and proportionate approach to evaluating the deals’ impact. The cities have developed
methods for monitoring the impacts of some programs, but there is no consistent methodology or
shared set of definitions around key measures…”77
Summarising the insights from this brief review of the City Deal processes in the Australian context
some points can be identified that may help evolve and enhance the Australian model of City Deals:




Clearer and more structured explanation of what the Deals are intended to create and how
they operate.
Focus on geographically defined issues
Identify who are the key partners by what they can contribute and don’t necessarily limit the
arrangements to government actors

73 Newman,

P., Davies- Slate, S. and Jones, E. (20xx) Why City Deals are a Deal Breaker – submission to Australian Government's role in the
development of cities
… https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House/ITC/DevelopmentofCities/Submissions
74 Förschner, M. and Members of the LEED Forum for Partnerships and Local Governance (2006), Successful Partnerships: A Guide, OECD,
Vienna Office of the Forum. https://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/36279186.pdf
75 Oakden, J. et al (2017) Evaluation of the Regional Growth Programme implementation and ways of working, Pragmatica.
https://www.growregions.govt.nz/assets/content/public-information/Evaluation-of-the-Regional-Growth-Programme-implementationand-ways-of-working-2017.pdf
76 See for example: SOLGM Wellbeing Indicator Framework
https://www.solgm.org.nz/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=2031
77 National Audit Office (2015) ‘Devolving responsibilities to cities in England: Wave 1 City Deals’ (p10) see : https://www.nao.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Devolving-responsibilities-to-cities-in-England-Wave-One-City-Deals.pdf
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Develop clear rules of engagement that identify obligations, benefits and contributions
Build a broader suite of governance models for deployment of the Deal at different levels of
operation. This is particularly relevant when civil society and the development industry are
involved
Use Outcome indicators deployed across the Deal to ensure that there is greater clarity around
the intention of the program and how time money and energy are expended.
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8 CASE STUDY 2 – TOWN TEAM MOVEMENT
8.1 Origins
The Town Team Movement78 is a civil society, place-making movement that grew out of the work of
John Carey in 2009 in response to seeing shops close in Beaufort St, City of Vincent, Perth, Western
Australia. John instigated a local group of citizens and business owners to reactivate their area and
created the first town team. John later went on to become the Mayor of the City of Vincent and
following this was elected to State Parliament79. The Beaufort St Town Team was shortly followed by
the creation of a second town team, also in the City of Vincent, in Leederville in 2010/11.
By 2015, there were ten groups of businesses, landowners and residents in Perth, Western Australia
that were based on a similar positive, proactive and action-focussed approach. The model spread
without centralised control, support or direction. Since then the idea has grown, there are more than
fifty groups across Australia and the movement is now expanding internationally.
Town Teams follow a long tradition of civic engagement in local place creation borrowing the term
“town team” from a 2011 UK report by Portas80. In the Australian context however this approach is a
new phenomenon. Firstly, because town teams are self-generated rather than being created by Local
Government or through a consultation process. Secondly, they have a comprehensive remit to focus
on place creation and self-help rather than a thematic focus e.g. business development; and thirdly,
they are a response to the gaps between what a community wants and needs and what government
is able to deliver.

8.2 Town Team Movement
With the uptake of the concept some of the early leaders in the movement saw the need to support,
connect, inspire and promote the, until then, separate and dispersed Town Teams to enable them to
achieve more. Consequently an independent, non-profit organisation – Town Team Movement (TTM),
was created as an ‘under-arching’ support for a positive movement of citizen-led action. The emphasis
on ‘under-arching’ rather than ‘peak body’ or ‘overarching’ was because the TTMs initiators saw that
leadership for change had to come from to the local people in their local places
Each Town Team has different priorities and focuses, but all share a common approach outlined in
the Town Team Charter81. The Charter has six guiding principles:
Positive -Town Teams are positive influences in their community and lead by example. They foster a
can-do culture and build beneficial relationships wherever possible.
Proactive -Town Teams are action-focussed and take some responsibility for improving their
community and place. They help deliver actions, events or projects. They don’t wait for governments
or “somebody else” to do “something”.
Apolitical and Independent -This approach is beyond politics. Town Teams do not advocate for or align
with political parties or candidates. They are independent from governments, but
work closely and constructively with them. They work for the benefit of their communities, not for
individual or factional advancement.
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significant portions of this work were taken from https://www.townteammovement.com
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Inclusive -Town Teams are open and inclusive to all, including people who live, work, run a business,
own property or visit their area. They celebrate diversity.
Resilient and Sustainable - Town Teams help to create resilient, connected and sustainable places for
current and future generations. This includes environmental, social, economic and governance
components of resilience and sustainability. They also help create healthy and vibrant ‘places for
people’.
Integrity, Honesty and Respect - Town Teams and their members operate with integrity, honesty and
respect at all times.
Town teams seek catalyse social capital for change in local area and include businesses, landowners
and residents working collaboratively with their local government to improve a place or area, often a
town centre or ‘main street’. Figure 3 shows the schema used by the TTM to explain how Town Teams
operate.

Figure 3 Town Team concept
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8.3 Current focus and the future
To date the majority of Town Teams have been mainly focused on “activation” end of the place
creation spectrum as described in Section 3.2.1. Some teams however are now beginning to move
towards driving the development of social infrastructure and opening up dialogue with developers to
effectively guide the development of built form and broker the delivery of resources for their local
communities.
The major strength Town Teams brings to the consideration of governance structures is that they are
collaborative and comprehensive civil society organisations with a deep knowledge of what their local
area needs, and also have the capacity to develop the deep and pervasive narrative about what they
are seeking to create. Some of the more advanced groups also have significant engagement and
involvement with the development community and are able to have the brokerage discussions that
would not be feasible or permitted in Local Government. In addition being voluntary and avowedly
non-political they unable to be used as stepping stones by political aspirants in otherwise politically
charged environments.
Looking into the future the challenge for Town Teams is to continue to capitalise on their strengths as
thought leaders and brokers with the capacity to bring resources to build good places from all sectors
of the community. This in turn brings the challenges of how their activity sits with established and
regulated power structures such as Local Government and planning authorities. Some emerging
direction in this situation include:






Local governments are ‘out sourcing’ their strategic thinking to Town Teams, while this is a
positive initiative Local Governments need to reciprocate the citizens efforts by redeploying
resources into the local community that would have been spend on strategic planning
The brokerage role of Town Teams enables local activations to be far more focused,
appropriate and cost effective than if Local Government tried to undertake them. However as
with the comment above there is the need for a quid pro quo in this situation.
Town Teams are particularly effective in developing well focused ‘wish lists’ of social
infrastructure and activations to build their places. This needs to be matched with an
increasing sophistication of how Local and State Government run funding strategies, such as
developer contribution schemes, and enabling off-site investment in social infrastructure and
activation.
Some of the Town Teams are beginning to look towards community investment in major
development in major built form projects. While this is in its infancy Local Government has a
role in understanding, facilitating and brining legitimacy to these processes.

While Town Teams are a relatively new phenomena they provide many of the attributes that are
missing in existing governance structures and could serve as a useful component in a future focused,
hybrid governance model to deliver ‘good places’.
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9 APPENDIX 1 SUMMARY OF EVALUATION CRITERIA
Table A1.1Summary of evaluation criteria developed in Section 3
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

Does the governance structure have the opportunity for building-in virtuous values?

Multiple dimensions

Does the governance structure easily accommodate consideration of multiple
dimensions of what is needed create 'good places'?

Scale / Geographic Area

At what geographic scale does this governance structure operate most effectively?
Does the framework match the scale to which it is applied?

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

Is the governance structure able to leverage off, and assist, creating a strong and
pervasive local narrative?

Leadership Group

Does the governance structure identify a leadership group to deliver the vision for
the place, and does this framework support engagement and co-creation of its
place with other actors?

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

In a Greenfields development does the governance structure support progressing
the developer’s vision and policy framework that frames the development?
Where there is an existing community, does the governance structure match the
level of sophistication that the community needs to support the creation of 'good
places'?

Ownership by civil society

Does the governance structure support the development of a well-articulated vision
from civil society, or does it seek to entrench consultation to inform predetermined
development directions?

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Is this governance structure able to support the delivery of activations, social
infrastructure and built form?

Collaboration

Do the governance structures being considered easily interface with other
governance structures being used by other agents in the place?

Flexibility and Adaptation

Does the governance structure allow for flexibility of use over the life of the place?

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES

Translation

Does the governance structure guide the translation of a bigger narrative that
defines a good place into specific actions in their projects?

Statutory Powers

To what extent does the governance structure contain statutorily enforceable
powers?

Brokerage

Does the governance structure allow brokerage within the leadership group to
identify and organise the deals necessary to produce 'good places'?

Broadening Financial Activity

Does the governance structure have sufficient flexibility, accountability and
transparency to support investment from multiple sources across multiple projects
in a specific area?

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

Does the governance structure have the capacity to factor in multiple and
measurable outcomes, particularly into the financing arrangements.
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10 APPENDIX 2 EVALUATION OF GOVERNANCES STRUCTURES
Table A2.1 Formalised Legal Structures – Evaluation of Governance Structures against the Criteria
developed in Section 3.
Formalised Legal Structures
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

Incorporating values into Companies and Strata Title is largely dependent on the
will and intention of the shareholders. Cooperatives, Social Enterprises and
Charities are structured with the intention of embodying values into their operation.

Multiple dimensions

Similar analysis to the above, however all will generally require a willingness by the
shareholders and some form of bespoke attention to and reporting about multiple
dimensions.

Scale / Geographic Area

Generally all of these operate independent to a geographic area and can
accommodate different scales of operation. Strata title is an exception that is
specifically tied to a geographic location which may have considerable benefit for
the development of 'good places'.

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

Each of these has the potential to be influenced by thought leadership about a
place, however as they are generally focused to on the operation own organisation
they are least likely to provide leadership and narrative about a good place.

Leadership Group

Each of these structures require that a leadership group is in place, however these
groups are typically inward looking into their own organisation.

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

The capacity of these governance structures to support and link to the efforts of
others working in the creation of 'good places' is purely at the discretion of the
leadership group.

Ownership by civil society

These structures are about focusing inward on the operation of the business, their
engagement with civil society and the outside world is mandated by their desire or
requirement to consult about their impact. They do not usually require active and
ongoing engagement with civil society in creation of a vision for a place.

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Built Form - Formalised legal structures are generally well suited to the creation of
built form assets. The contribution of these assets to a good place is largely
dependent on the willingness of the leadership group.
Neighbourhood Assets - Similar to built form, these structures can be good for
provision of specific services that contribute to Neighbourhood Assets, but
generally are not good for taking an integrated approach to the development of
'good places'.
Activations - All of these structures can provide an operational framework for
agents to do formal activation activities, however none are good for creating
informal life in a place.

Collaboration

Generally these structures do not lend themselves to collaboration or working
towards common goals for development of 'good places'.

Flexibility and Adaptation

There is some limited capacity for change however as with the above it is
dependent on the willingness of the leadership group to support this change.

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD PLACES

Translation

This is dependent on the willingness of the leadership group to undertake such
work.
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Statutory Powers

These structures operate under legislation that controls their activities which may
give a range of control over assets, however none of them are able dictate actions
into the public realm.

Brokerage

As these structures are generally inward looking to their operation they do not lend
themselves to brokering deals to support the creation of 'good places'.

Broadening Financial Activity

Each framework does require accountability and transparency in financial dealings
internal to their operations. Some of these may be appropriate vehicles e.g.
companies and cooperatives, to deliver large projects across dispersed areas.

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

While these structures have basic requirements relating to financial and
administrative accountably anything beyond this is purely based on the choice of
the leadership group.
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Table A2.2 Collaborations
Collaborations
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

Are reasonable at embodying values into their structures because, as a
generalisations, collaborations are set up because there is no single entity that is
able to address the issues being considered.

Multiple dimensions

Similar analysis to the above, however all will generally require a willingness by the
partners and some form of bespoke attention to and reporting about multiple
dimensions.

Scale / Geographic Area

Generally are linked to activities that are geographically bounded, typically they
operate in an area bigger that a precinct development and can extend to a regional
level such as through a City Deal.

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

Each of these has the potential to provide a significant narrative about what is
being created, the challenge is the degree to which the thought leadership is more
than aspirational statements and is able to include and extend the identity of the
place.

Leadership Group

The strength of these structures pivots around the capacity of the leadership to
work together and make the program work.

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

These governance structures have the potential to support significant
transformations of both greenfield and existing communities.

Ownership by civil society

Collaborations work better when there is active and ongoing engagement with civil
society in creation of a vision for a place, however often this is in the realm of
consultation rather than detailed engagement in place creation.

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Built Form - These structures are generally well suited to the creation of built form
assets particularly when very large infrastructure is required.
Neighbourhood Assets - Reasonable at recognising and deploying social
infrastructure and neighbourhood assets. In large projects the development of
extensive neighbourhood assets can be effectively funded through collaborations.
Activation - These can recognise the need for activation of places however this is
generally left to being an outsourced function once the built form is in place.

Collaboration

These structures have collaboration as a central focus of their activities.

Flexibility and Adaptation

These structures are generally driven top-down often by alliances between
corporates and government.
Given that these projects are often long term, within the general parameters of the
intention of the project there can be a reasonable degree of flexibility and
adaptation.

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD PLACES

Translation

This is dependent on the willingness of the leadership group to undertake this
work.

Statutory Powers

Structure is dictated by the terms of engagement in the collaboration, which may
not necessarily have a formal legal basis. Where they operate under some form of
contractual agreement or MOU enforcement or legitimacy is often gained through
the statutory powers afforded to some of the parties in the collaborations e.g. a
local government can use its planning powers to guide the form of development.
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Brokerage

These structures can be very good for arranging deals and brining in resources
from different sources.

Broadening Financial Activity

In many cases collaborations are create to assist sharing and smoothing the
investment and financial costs of long term development.

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

For the best outcomes collaborations should be tracking progress across multiple
dimensions, however this process is often an after-thought behind financial and
built form outcomes>
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Table A2.3 Formal Government and Statutory Planning Processes
Formal Government and Statutory Planning Processes
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

Often considered to be well informed by community values, however there is often
a significant gap between the aspirational community values and an operational
focus on facilitating development.

Multiple dimensions

Similar analysis to the above, however this is often devolved to questions relating
to built form and the support of economic activity.

Scale / Geographic Area

Covers a wide range of scales and geographic areas from site specific
Development Applications through to regional strategic plans

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

As with the discussion above about values there is an opportunity for local
government to capture local character, however this is often lost into a generic
professionalization of the planning process.

Leadership Group

Sits between Government officers and elected representatives.

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

Is vital to both these situations.

Ownership by civil society

Local government working in partnership with civil society can be a powerful
combination, however the more common outcome is that Local Governments use
consultation to bring ratification and minor modifications to previous decisions
made by in house and contacted professionals.

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Built Form - Local government is good at providing statutory requirements for
minimum standards in built form.
Neighbourhood Assets and Activation - Local Government it is the major provider
and/or regulator of social infrastructure and neighbourhood assets, and traditionally
has also been the leader and provider of local activations.

Collaboration

Potentially local government is able to broker and lead collaborative activities,
however the more common practice is to be reactive and engage with other
organisations that are providing leadership.

Flexibility and Adaptation

Potentially local government can provide the flexibility to support changes over time
and use, however these are often linked into statutory planning review cycles
rather than being responsive to external needs.

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD PLACES

Translation

Local government is the place where community aspirations should be translated
into place creation. However the challenge for local government is to step outside
delivering BAU solutions to community aspirations.

Statutory Powers

Very significant statutory powers that operate at many different levels. Local
government is often required to operationalize state legislation.

Brokerage

Similar to Translation and Collaboration
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Broadening Financial Activity

Local governments across Australia have different capacities to broker financial
deals, as a generalisation however these capacities are limited because of historic
mismanagement of projects.

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

Local governments have the capacity and are generally good at reporting on their
operational outputs. The major challenges lie in broadening this reporting to
demonstrate the outcomes of its activities.
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Table A2.4 Shared Thinking and Leadership
Shared Thinking and Leadership
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

As a generalisation these projects are based around the desire to express values
through projects and programs.

Multiple dimensions

Generally the projects are a response to challenges with the limitations of BAU
approaches.

Scale / Geographic Area

Covers a wide range of scales and geographic areas.

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

High capacity to identify and deliver on the place narrative, however thematic
leadership projects that arrive from other jurisdictions may have trouble gaining
traction.

Leadership Group

Essential for the operation.

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

More likely to work within existing communities.

Ownership by civil society

Civil society either leads or is a major component of these structures.

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Varied - tends to operate in the activation and social infrastructure space rather
than in built form.

Collaboration

Are usually about using collaborations to build consensus or demonstrate a way
forward.

Flexibility and Adaptation

Can be agile and good at responding to changing circumstances.

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Translation

Generally good at translating aspirations into actions however these actions can be
limited in their effectiveness.

Statutory Powers

Usually none.

Brokerage

Brokerage is the main means of accessing resources for these types of structures
however they are often limited in size as a result.

Broadening Financial Activity

Generally these projects have a low capacity to manage and direct finance.

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

These structures can often strengthen the case for the wider adoption of their
actions by undertaking quality monitoring and measurement of progress, however
this is sometimes missing in their formulation.
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Table A2.5 Distributed and Emergent
Distributed and Emergent
Criteria

Description

DEFINITIONS OF A GOOD PLACE
Informed by Values

High potential for incorporating values into the design process. The platforms are
inherently agnostic about values and there may be problems front-ending
statements of values into their structure.

Multiple dimensions

Potentially very high capacity to accommodate consideration of multiple
dimensions.

Scale / Geographic Area

Very scalable.

Uniqueness and Place Narrative

This technology has the capacity to be highly responsive to place narrative.

Leadership Group

Dispersed across the users.

Greenfields and Exiting Communities

Applicable to either.

Ownership by civil society

Has the capacity to highly democratise engagement by civil society.

INTERVENTIONS TO CREATE GOOD
PLACES
Types of Interventions

Is largely agnostic about the type of intervention but has the capacity to track the
performance of multiple interventions.

Collaboration

Potentially highly collaborative.

Flexibility and Adaptation

Is very flexible and can track changes over time.

RESOURCE TO CREATE GOOD PLACES

Translation

As for values.

Statutory Powers

None - relies on interface with existing regulatory structures.

Brokerage

Can be very powerful to identify trading opportunities, track and monitor activities. It
also has the capacity to incorporate new concepts or initiatives.

Broadening Financial Activity

Potentially brings a very powerful transparency to transactions.

Monitoring and Measuring Progress

Excellent at monitoring and measuring progress.
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11 APPENDIX 3 IMPROVING EXISTING GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES
Use of available governance frameworks for specific projects, of different scales of development, can
be improved by using questions that grow from the “good place” triangle discussed in Section 3. These
questions are presented below.
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